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This week, we’re going to be focused on traditional advertising and educational events.

TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING

 y Magazine advertisements

 y TV

 y Radio

Why are these currently underused? Perceived as:

1. Expensive

2. Old and ineffective

They haven’t stopped working! What HAS stopped working is the content. 

 y Pushing features-and-benefits marketing in traditional marketing doesn’t work as well anymore.

Think through an Inception Marketing lens! 

 y Who your ideal target market is

 y How you’re going to engage them to interact with your advertisement

 y How to compel them to take some sort of action
 

Tech Company Example:

Think of the advertising campaigns that Eric ran for his 
tech company. He engaged his clients and was able to run very 

successful campaigns though magazine advertisements, 
so it was never the medium that failed, it’s the message. 

Radio and TV advertising can be HIGHLY effective if you 
remember:

 y You must engage people

 y You must deliver value to them

 y You must compel them to take action
 
 

PRINT
MEDIA
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EDUCATIONAL EVENTS

You get to:

 y Build the audience

 y Build credibility and authority 

 y Provide them with content that really matters 

 
Top of the Class Example:

Think about the example where the owner of a company got people to pay for an 
educational event, and then at that event he recruited the top people in the class 
as a way of finding people to hire. Eric also does this through his company WildFit. 
He builds credibility and authority by giving people value at educational events 
around the world, which drives people to buy into his program. 

Homework 

PART 1

Design a magazine ad that would lead the reader towards inception. 

 y Engagement pitch is probably the title

 y Inside the inceptive story you’re going to give them info that will build your credibility and authority

 y Give them buying criteria list

 y And maybe give a compelling offer

BONUS 
Consider what magazines you would like to run the ad in and run it for a week and see what happens!
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PART 2

Design an educational event where you can give value to people. Then use that event to build your 
credibility and authority so you can then engage with them further or sell to them. Share your event on 
the Facebook group or the Mastermind group.



Notes:


